Finding a Journal’s Homepage

You need to know a journal’s homepage URL for your APA citation. How do you find it?

You can search in Google, but often that brings up links to libraries that subscribe to the journal. To determine which URL is the journal’s homepage usually requires you to know the publisher or association that publishes it. Somewhat esoteric information!

Another way to find the homepage is to use Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory, a database that lists journals, their publishers, homepages, which other databases index them, and tons of other information. http://www.stthomas.edu/libraries/databases/url_redirect.php?id=426

Look for it in Databases and Indexes on the library website.

Type in the journal’s title (use title (exact)) first. If that doesn’t work, then use title (keywords). Title(keywords) often brings up 50-100 similarly titled journals.) Check the link!

For more information, see the Psychology & Education blog: http://wp.me/pCdGH-9z